
racing pressure plates and clutch discs 

The heart of this assembly is the extra-strong pressure of a reliable competition car. Ordinary riveting methods 
plate with specially heat treated component parts. Yokes, on new and rebuilt clutch discs have been proven inade- 
yoke cap screws, release levers and bushings are added quate for transmitting high torque of present day racing 
and assembled tn a dimensionally perfect, carefully in- engines to reliable power at the rear wheels. Failure of 
spected clutch cover. The complete unit is adjusted to the riveted lining due to breakage is often not the end 
exacting tolerances and electronic precision balanced to of the expense; serious damage can result to the pressure 
give maximum durability and extensive worry-free opera- plate and flywheel. The rigid hub semi-metallic discs 
tion. Every unit is guaranteed to contain highest quality should be used for competition only, and the spring hub 
parts. Our full bonded clutch discs are a necessary Patt disc for street-strip usage. 

CLUTCHES AND PRESSURE PLATES 

! 
PART NUMBER DIAMETER 

SPLINE CLUTCH DISCS 
DIAMETER FACING COMPOUND HUG ““SZ’ PRICE 

GFJD-7550-B 10% l-l/ 16” Bonded *1488 Raybestos Spring 

GFJD-7550-C lw? l-1/16” Semi-Metallic Rigid 

GFJD-7550-D 11 l-1/16” Bonded $1488 Raybestos Spring 

GFJD-7550-E 11 l-1/16” Semi-Metallic Rigid 

GFMD-7550-A 11% l-1/16” Bonded #1488 Raybestos Spring 
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GFMD-7550-B 11% l-318” Bonded a1488 Raybestos Spring 429 / $59.00 

PRESSURE PLATES 

PART NUMBER 

. GFJD-7563-A 

GFMD-7563-A 

DIAMETER USE WITH 
DISC DIAMETER 

-- .__..-_-.--__-.--.-~ _---. 

lo% 10% 
11 11 

1 GFMD-7563-B 1 11% I 11 l/k I $87.00 I 

scattershield. 

One piece scattershield is manufactured from 125,000 psi 
high-strength alloy steel to strict quality standards. This unit 
will contain fragments in case of clutch or flywheel explo- 
sions; it is mandatory for drag racing and recommended for 
all competitive events. Approved by NHRA, AHRA, and all 
drag strips. Guaranteed explosjon proof. 

GFJD-6394-A 289 6 Bolt $125.00 
GFPD-6394-A 427 $135.00 


